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REGIONAL VIEW

Wrong interests
get put first in
gerrymandering
Fayetteville Observer Editorial

T

here are plenty of reasons why gerrymandering is a bad practice, but this is the one that
underlies the rest: When political district
lines are drawn, politicians’ interests come first and
the voters’ interests are at best a distant second.
The state Senate redistricting plan did a pretty
decent job of compacting Democratic Sen. Ben
Clark’s District 21, which includes all of Hoke
County and part of Cumberland. As drawn now, the
Cumberland portion is a bizarre set of tentacles that
snake into many neighborhoods. The tentacles are
surrounded by Republican Sen. Wesley Meredith’s
District 19. The final version of the redrawn map
turned the tentacles into a sensible, fairly solid block.
But then Clark sought an accommodation from
his Republican colleagues. He’s building a second home in eastern Cumberland County, near
I-95. His home has been in eastern Hoke County.
The I-95 location would make for a much easier
trip to Raleigh. Even though he’s in the minority party and a frequent vocal critic of Republican
redistricting, his fellow lawmakers were quick
to accommodate his wishes, drawing a “peninsula” out of the nice, compact district across
Meredith’s District 19 to Clark’s new home. The
Senate redistricting committee said it would
affect about 300 voters, moving them from Meredith’s district to Clark’s. But federal census data
shows that more than 1,000 people are affected.
The bottom line: A senator’s convenience
— even if he’s a member of the opposite party
— is more important to our lawmakers than drawing tight, reasonable legislative districts.
It’s simply a way of doing business that’s long
been ingrained in our legislative institutions,
no matter which party is in control. Redistricting isn’t done to serve the voters. It’s all about
helping lawmakers get what they want, which
is mostly getting re-elected and sometimes as
mundane as letting a senator stay in his district
after he builds a house that’s outside of it.
The only way we’re going to have electoral districts that serve the voters first is to
create the nonpartisan, independent redistricting commission that most lawmakers support until their party takes control.
The new maps are heading back for review by the
three-judge federal panel that found the current
maps to be illegal racial gerrymandering. If the new
maps are not approved, it’s possible that the federal
court will end up drawing the maps. That would
create more political ferment and might also spell
the end of the not-yet-renowned Clark Peninsula.
But maybe for once, the voters’ interests would come first.
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Purifying history
EDITOR: At the risk of losing
friends, may I comment on one
of President Trump’s points in
both Charlottesville I and Charlottesville II remarks, because it
seemed to me the most intelligent sentence of the entire fiasco
– “Where does it stop? How
far back in history do we go?”
Do we initiate an economic boycott of Sweden,
which did not outlaw the slave
trade until after the U.S.?
If we want to truly protest
the evil institution, let us shun
Mali, in Africa, whose capital,
Timbuktu, was likely the economic and intellectual powerhouse of the world as they
knew it a millennium ago.
The foundation of that evil
driven GDP was the slave
trade. Tribal chiefs came from
all over Africa bartering their
captives with the wholesalers
who then sold them at retail
to their new Arab masters.
Or shall we go more current?
Shall we destroy FDR monuments for interment of 125,000plus Japanese behind barbed
wire during World War II?
More current, still? Shall we
make mention at the Martin
Luther King Memorial his relationship with Ms. Georgia Davis?
Where does it end, friends?
Where does it end?
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Museums best option
EDITOR: As was the writer of
a letter that was in your paper
on Aug. 21, I was “…born,
raised and will die (probably)
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In ‘hate-free zone,’ who gets t

